This research is related to the assessment of alternative unemployment rate predictions for the Romanian economy, the forecasts being provided by three anonymous forecasters: F1, F2 and F3. F3 provided the most accurate forecasts for the horizon 2001-2014, while F2 predictions are the less accurate according to U1 Theil's statistic and according to a new method that has not been used before in literature in this context. The multi-criteria ranking was applied to make a hierarchy of the forecasters regarding the accuracy and fi ve important accuracy measures were taken into account at the same time: mean errors, mean squared error, root mean squared error, U1 and U2 statistics of Theil. The combined forecasts of forecasters' predictions are the best strategy to improve the forecasts accuracy. The fi ltered and smoothed original predictions based on Hodrick-Prescott fi lter, respectively Holt-Winters technique, are a good strategy of improving the accuracy only for F2 expectations. The assessment and improvement of forecasts accuracy have an important contribution in growing the quality of decision-making process.
Introduction
The forecasts accuracy evaluation is essential for a better establishing of the decision--making process. In the case when more forecasters build predictions for certain macroeconomic variable, the policy-makers have to select the prediction or predictions with the highest degree of accuracy. The term of "accuracy" is put in correlation with the errors that affect the forecasting process, because it would be a risky business to assume that the predicted value of an indicator is exactly equal with its real value.
The original contribution of this research is related to the proposal of a new method of assessing the forecasts accuracy, taking into account more accuracy measures at the same time. The multi-criteria ranking let us make a classifi cation of the forecasters according to more accuracy indicators.
On the other hand, the literature reports the necessity of improving the forecasts accuracy. We proposed as strategy of getting better predictions than the original ones the combined forecasts and the fi ltered and smoothed predictions and we made comparisons with the original predictions to measure the degree of improvement.
Literature Review
The forecasts accuracy assessment is one of the most important concerns of forecasters. One purpose of this assessment is related to the need of improving the predictions. The current economic and fi nancial crisis emphasized the struggles of uncertainty reduction. The forecasts accuracy is a very large domain of research, an exhaustive presentation of it being impossible. But, some of the recent results will be described. Bilan (2012) showed the necessity of accurate forecasts for labour market.
To assess the forecast accuracy, as well as their ordering, statisticians have developed several measures of accuracy. For making comparisons between the mean square errors of the predictions a statistic was proposed. Another one is presented by Diebold and Mariano (1995) -Diebold-Mariano test known as DM test -for comparison of other quantitative measures of errors. This test makes comparisons regarding the accuracy of two forecasts under the null hypothesis that assumes no differences in accuracy. The DM test was later improved by developing another statistic based on a bootstrap inference. Subsequently, a new way of measuring the accuracy was indicated under the assumption of preserving the co-integration relationship between variables. Chen and Yang (2004) made a retrospective presentation of accuracy measures and they used the Kullback-Leibler divergence. For cross-series comparison of forecasts, individually tailored measures could improve the performance of differentiating between good and poor predictions. proposed some new methods for assessing the uncertainty in forecasts based on opinion survey. Moreover, Simionescu (2014) made an evaluation of forecasts performance for macroeconomic variables in Romania, when the predictions are based on Dobrescu model for Romanian economy. Todd and McCracken (2013) presented recent results regarding the assessment of density and point predictions based on Vector Autoregressions. Their researches used Monte Carlo simulations for tests regarding the accuracy equality making VAR and AR comparisons. Gürkaynak, Kisacikoglu and Rossi (2013) concluded that macroeconomic forecasts based on DSGE models are more accurate than random walk forecasts or Bayesian VAR forecasts.
Meese and Rogoff's paper "Empirical Exchange Rate Models of the Seventies" remains the starting point for many researches regarding the comparing of accuracy and bias. Recent studies target the accuracy analysis using as comparison criterion different models used in making predictions or the analysis of forecasted values for the same macroeconomic indicators registered in several countries.
Allan (2012) obtained a good accuracy for the OECD forecasts combined with outturn values of GDP growth for G7 countries between 1984 and 2010. The same author mentioned two groups of accuracy techniques used in assessing the predictions: quantitative forecasts accuracy statistics and qualitative accuracy methods. Dovern and Weisser (2011) used a broad set of individual forecasts to analyse four macroeconomic variables in G7 countries. Analysing accuracy, bias and forecasts effi ciency resulted in large discrepancies between countries and also in the same country for different variables.
Most international institutions provide their own macroeconomic forecasts. It is interesting that many researchers compare the predictions of those institutions (Melander for the European Commission, Vogel for the OECD, Timmermann for the IMF) with registered values and those of other international organizations, but it is omitted the comparison with offi cial predictions of government. Kucur and Shinji (2006) checked the accuracy of the IMF macroeconomic predictions in the years 1994 -2003 . Timmermann (2007 applied the statistical tests to assess the performance of predictions provided by the World Economic Outlook. The predictions were ineffi cient and unbiased, but the performance of these predictions is similar to that of the consensus forecasts. Stekler and Zhang (2012) assessed the performance of predictions provided by the International Monetary Fund, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, and the private forecasters for real GDP growth and infl ation between 1999 and 2010. The long run forecasts were biased and less accurate than the naïve predictions. Abreu (2011) evaluated the performance of macroeconomic forecasts made by the IMF, the European Commission and the OECD and two private institutions (the Consensus Economics and the Economist). The author analysed the directional accuracy and the ability of predicting an eventual economic crisis.
In the Netherlands, experts made predictions starting from the macroeconomic model used by the Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis (CPB). For the period 1997-2008 there was reconstructed the model of the experts macroeconomic variables evolution and it was compared with the base model. The conclusions of Franses, McAleer and Legerstee (2012) were that the CPB model forecasts are in general biased and with a higher degree of accuracy.
Gorr (2009) showed that the univariate method of prediction is suitable for normal conditions of forecasting, while using conventional measures for accuracy, but multivariate models are recommended for predicting exceptional conditions when ROC curve is used to measure accuracy. Ruth (2008) , using the empirical studies, obtained forecasts with a higher degree of accuracy for European macroeconomic variables by combining specifi c sub-groups predictions in comparison with forecasts based on a single model for the whole Union. Heilemann and Stekler (2007) explain why macroeconomic forecast accuracy in the last 50 years in G7 has not improved. The fi rst explanation refers to the criticism brought to macro-econometrics models and to forecasting models, and the second one is related to the unrealistic expectations of forecast accuracy. Problems related to the forecasts bias, data quality, the forecast process, the predicted indicators, the relationship between forecast accuracy and the forecast horizon are analysed.
The infl ation rate predictions provided by Greenbook are more accurate than those made by private forecasts, Liu and Smith (2014) comparing the predictions provided by the SPF (Survey of Professional Forecasters), Greenbook and some other private experts in forecasting.
Müller-Dröge, Sinclair and Steckler (2014) evaluated the accuracy of the forecasts for a vector of variables for Germany in 2013, where the forecasts were given by 25 institutions. For assessing the degree of accuracy the Mahalanobis distance was employed and the Bundesbank gave the most accurate macroeconomic forecasts for German economy for 2013.
Comparisons between Unemployment Rate Forecasts Made by Diff erent Forecasters
In this study we used the forecasted values of the annual registered unemployment rate made for Romania by F2, F2, and F3. The forecasting horizon is 2001-2014. The aim is to evaluate the accuracy of these experts' forecasts and to fi gure out the forecaster that had the best performance in the mentioned period. Armstrong and Fildes (1995) showed that it is not suffi cient to use a single measure of accuracy. Therefore, more accuracy indicators were computed for the three types of forecasts on the specifi ed horizon.
To make comparisons between forecasts we propose to determine the hierarchy of forecasters according to the accuracy of their forecasts using multi-criteria ranking.
Two techniques of multi-criteria ranking (ranks method and the method of relative distance with respect to the maximal performance) are used in order to select the forecaster that provided the best forecasts in the years 2001-2014 taking into account at the same time all computed measures of accuracy. The multi-criteria ranking can also be applied to make a hierarchy of forecasters taking into account the performance of forecasts in all its dimensions: accuracy, unbiasedness and effi ciency.
If we consider ) (k X t  the predicted value after k periods from the origin time t, then the error at future time (t+k) is: ) ( k t e t  . This is the difference between the registered value and the predicted one.
The indicators for evaluating the forecasts accuracy that will be taken into consideration when the multi-criteria ranking is used are:
Mean error (ME) Formula for mean absolute error
The sign of indicator value provides an important information: if it has a positive value, then the current value of the variable was underestimated, which means expected average values too small. A negative value of the indicator shows expected values too high on average.

Mean absolute error (MAE) Formula for root mean squared error
These measures of accuracy have some disadvantages. For example, RMSE is affected by outliers. Armstrong and Collopy stresses that these measures are not independent of the unit of measurement, unless they are expressed as percentage. If we have two forecasts with the same mean absolute error, RMSE penalizes the one with the biggest errors.
A common practice is to compare the forecast errors with those based on a randomwalk. "Naïve model" method assumes that the variable value in the next period is equal to the one recorded at actual moment. Theil proposed the calculation of U statistic that takes into account both changes in the negative and the positive sense of an indicator: U Theil's statistic can be computed in two variants, specifi ed also by the Australian Treasury.
The following notations are used: a -the registered results p -the predicted results t -reference time e -the error (e = a-p) n -number of time periods 
If U 2 =1=> no differences in accuracy between the predictions If U 2 <1=> the compared forecast better than naïve prediction If U 2 >1=> the naive prediction better than compared forecast The lowest value for mean error was registered by F1, but for the rest of accuracy measures the F3 obtained the lowest values, performing better than F1 and F2 in the period 2001-2014. All types of predictions are overestimated. F2's forecasts for unemployment rate are less accurate. Only the F3 predictions are superior to naïve forecasts.
The application of ranks method implies the following stages: 1. The assignment of ranks to accuracy measure value (rank 1 for the lowest value of the indicators); The rank for the forecaster i is: (r i i n d j ), i = 1,2,3 and ind j the j-th accuracy measure/ indicator. 5 accuracy indicators are employed: mean absolute error, mean error, root mean squared error, U1 and U2 Theil's statistics. 2. The calculation of sum of ranks and the score's computation;
Formula for the sum of ranks
3. The establishment of the fi nal rank (rank 1 for the lowest score). The ranks method gave the same results as all the accuracy indicators, excepting mean error. If we take into consideration all the accuracy indicators, the best forecaster was the F3, being followed by F1 and fi nally, the F2.
The method of relative distance compared to the best performance consists in assigning for each accuracy indicator the forecaster's distance compared to that forecaster that performed better. The relative distance is calculated as:
Formula for the relative distance 
The denominator in the relative distance formula is the lowest value of the accuracy measure for all the forecasters.
The geometric average of the distances is computed, meaning the mean of relative distances of forecaster i.
Formula for the average relative distance
The fi nal ranks are given using the values of the average relative distances, rank 1 being given to the forecaster that has the lowest average relative distance. The forecaster location compared to the best one is determined as the ratio between average relative distance and the lowest mean of relative distances.
Formula for the position of each statistical unit in the hierarchy % 1,4 100 min( ) The method of relative distance compared to the forecaster with the most accurate forecasts leads us to the same conclusion as the previous techniques. F3 registered the lowest value for the average relative distance (1.0699).
The 
In most cases this function is a square-error loss or an absolute error loss function. Two predictions being given, the loss differential is:
d g e g e   . The two predictions have the same degree of accuracy if the expected value of loss differential is 0. For Diebold-Mariano (1995) test, the null assumption of equal accuracy checks if the expected value of differential loss is zero: E (d t ) = 0 The covariance stationary being given, the distribution of differential average follows a normal distribution. The DM statistic, according to Diebold and Mariano (1995) , under null hypothesis is:
Formula for DM statistic
The results of DM test indicated that there are not signifi cant differences between the predictions of the three mentioned forecasters. If we combine the results of DM test and the values of accuracy measures, we can conclude that the best forecasts are provided by F3, being followed by F1 and fi nally by F2. However, the differences in accuracy between the three types of unemployment forecasts are not statistically signifi cant. We also applied some qualitative tests for checking directional accuracy. We actually want to verify if there is correct change anticipation. In this case, a test of independence between actual values and the modifi cation direction is applied. The null hypothesis assumes the independence. If the p-value is less than 0.05, then the independence hypothesis is rejected. All the asymptotic signifi cances are more than 0.05, according to Appendix 1. Therefore, we can conclude that directional changes in the outturn are independent from the forecasts.
Formula for the optimal value of m
The individual forecasts are inversely weighted to their relative mean squared forecast error (MSE) resulting in INV. In this case, the inverse weight (m inv ) is: Formula for the inverse weight
Equally weighted combined predictions (EW) are gotten when the same weights are given to all models. Smith and Wallis (2009) concluded that the best solution is the use of an equally weighted average for determining the combining weights.
The U Theil's statistics in both variants were provided for the combined forecasts based on four schemes, the results being in Table 5 : All the combined forecasts, excepting the combined predictions of F2 and F3 under optimal and inverse schemes, proved being a good strategy of improving the accuracy of initial experts' predictions. The highest gain in accuracy was brought by combined forecasts of F1 and F3 using AFTER algorithm. The best combined forecasts of F1 and F2, respectively F1 and F3, appeared for AFTER scheme. For F2 and F3 combined predictions, the equally weighted scheme provided the best forecasts. All the combined predictions are better than the naïve anticipations excepting those of F2 and F3 using optimal and inverse scheme and those of F1 and F2 forecasts in inverse scheme.
Other ways of getting more accurate forecasts used by Bratu (Simionescu) (2013) are the application of fi lters to the forecasted values of the variables and the use of exponential smoothing methods.
Hodrick-Prescott (HP) fi lter and Holt-Winters (HW) exponential technique were used to the initial forecasts and the accuracy of these forecasts was assessed. Holt-Winters method is employed for data series that has linear trend but no seasonal variations. The Hodrick-Prescott (HP) fi lter is employed in macroeconomics to get the data trend and to separate the cyclical component of a chronological series. The F2 smoothed and fi ltered predictions and F3 fi ltered forecasts are more accurate than the original anticipations of these forecasters. Excepting F2's fi ltered and smoothed forecasts, all the predictions based on HP fi lter and Holt-Winters technique are less accurate than the naïve forecasts. So, the HP fi lter application is a good strategy of improving only the F2 and F3 forecasts. However, the combined predictions improved the accuracy more than HW model and HP fi lter. In general, the fi lters and smoothing techniques give better results if there are not changes in forecasts direction with respect to the actual values.
Conclusions
Beside the economic analysis, the forecasts construction is an important element for conducting the way of developing the macroeconomic activities. However, the predictions should be followed by an evaluation of accuracy. There are advantages of this assessment: the model improvement, the government policies improvement, the planning activity. The accuracy evaluation is related to the prediction degree of trust. There is a rich literature related to the prediction methods, but only few studies are dedicated to the accuracy assessment and ways to improve it. This is a crucial aspect, because the economic predictions should be cautiously accepted, mostly because of the negative effects of forecasts failures. The economic policy decisions are built on these forecasts. In the context of economic crisis, the need of more accurate predictions is more important.
In this research, the assessment of unemployment forecasts is made for the forecasts provided during 2001-2014 by three anonymous experts in forecasting. The best accuracy in forecasts was obtained by F3, being followed by F1 and F2. This ranking is given by the multi-criteria ranking, but also by the assessment of accuracy indicators, as U1 Theil's statistic, used in comparing the forecasts.
The combined forecasts based on several schemes (optimal scheme, inverse scheme, equally weighted scheme, AFTER algorithm) proved a good strategy of increasing the accuracy, almost all combined predictions being better than the original anticipations of forecasters. Filtered and smoothed forecasts based on HP fi lter, namely Holt-Winters technique increased the F2 forecasts accuracy.
The forecasts evaluation should be a priority for the government that makes its decisions using these predictions. The combined predictions and in certain situations the fi ltered and smoothed anticipations were a good way for improving the accuracy of unemployment predictions in Romania during [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] [2014] . For the next few years, these methods can also improve the forecasts accuracy.
